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Fortunately, there is a tool that can help. For example, if your feedback suggests that you should reconsider
ending a sentence with a preposition and you want to find out more about the suggestion, you can read the
resource for that part of speech to understand why you received the tip and decide how to proceed. How does
it happen? Citations give credit to those whose ideas and previous research on a subject informed your own,
and their inclusion demonstrates that you are a responsible researcher. Highly recommended! When you
paraphrase, you demonstrate your understanding of the work by putting it into your own words to clarify its
meaning. Unintentional plagiarism of even a sentence or two can have serious consequences. Even reusing
portions or paragraphs of your previous work without disclosing it is dishonest. When in doubt, run a BibMe
Plus plagiarism check to help you find any passages that you may have missed on your own, and use the free
citing tools to create and insert your citations. Learning to define plagiarism is just the first step in developing
the awareness necessary to avoid it. The BibMe Plus grammar checker gives you the feedback you need to
help polish and improve your paper before you turn it in, not after. Need help checking your paper and
building your bibliography? Let our plagiarism tool free up more of your time by helping you create and place
citations right where you need them. Paraphrasing is useful for condensing much information into a smaller
amount of space. A necessary part of completing a research paper is completing, well, research. Try it out
now! It cannot, unfortunately, change the grade of the paper in your hands. Kafka,  Upload your document
Upload the document you wish to check from your computer, the cloud or by copying and pasting it. About
the Plagiarism Checker and Grammar Check Tools Anyone committed to continued learning and
improvement knows that feedback is one of the most valuable resources available. The BibMe Plus plagiarism
tool is here to help you uphold your academic integrity and create high-quality papers throughout every stage
of your research and writing process. If you find yourself struggling to paraphrase and leaning dangerously
close to patchwriting territory, take some time to return to the source and better understand what the author is
saying. Improper use of a source can only benefit the person committing the act if others are sufficiently
fooled by it. Instead, sit back, relax, and check out these times when you can write your heart out, worry free:
Common Knowledge: Information that is widely known and accepted as fact is considered common
knowledge. Some highlighted items may even include a detailed explanation of the rule or style suggestion
that led to it being flagged. A quick scan with the BibMe Plus writing tool will help highlight phrases,
sentences, or paragraphs in your paper that are found elsewhere on the internet. Accidental: What is accidental
plagiarism? If you wish to download your report locally or share it online, you can do so directly as well! It
saves me so much time! Thankfully, your concerns about how to avoid plagiarism and typos can be a thing of
the past with help from the right tools. If a writer is successful at deceiving their audience, they have also
succeeded in creating a false belief about the words and ideas in the source material as well as the person or
people who wrote it. Your plagiarism report Duplicated text, potential plagiarism and citations are directly
highlighted in the text. Why do teachers and professors frown upon repurposing old assignments? Formats
supported: pdf, txt, doc, docx, html, odt, pages, and many more Lesser Known Examples of Plagiarism There
are quite a few acts of intentional or unintentional dishonesty that students are surprised to learn also meet the
definition of plagiarism. Rather than choosing between removing the quote or inventing a reference, why not
let the BibMe Plus plagiarism tool scan your paper and find the matching material for you?


